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►COMBINE → CONSORTIUM FOR SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY TO SOLVE REAL WORLD PROBLEMS?

Question the correct question?
FEWS – nexus of food, energy, water and sanitation – how to feed 10 billion people?

ABSTRACT

Solutions for a hungry world must be feasible, sustainable and non-reliant on OECD member
countries. Framing the correct question is critical. The non-OECD nations must resist the power
of PR from corporations, mostly in the US and EU, peddling panacea. The tools, technologies
and systems, must be appropriate for scalability and applicable to improve yield, at a cost which
will not stifle the ecosystem of economic growth and development. Confluence of ideas must be
tuned to the context of nations where FEWS is necessary. The concept of convergence remains
the foundation, as long as the outcome can be adopted by those who need it the most. Demand
for systems level visibility may benefit from introducing another buzzy concept ►COMBINE.

Figure 1: The world's population is projected to approach 10 billion around 2050. Developing
countries driving population growth are India, Nigeria, Congo, Pakistan, Ethiopia, Tanzania,
Uganda, and Indonesia. FEWS must address problems and generate solutions pragmatic and
feasible for very large scale implementation, in these nations. www.rferl.org/a/28572273.html
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PROBLEM SPACES – FOOD – BUT CAN IT BE ADDRESSED IN ISOLATION?

The historical development of food [ 1], food related habits [ 2] and social luxury of food [ 3], may
mean very little, faced with the reality of feeding 10 billion people in the near future. However,
food is inextricably linked with energy, water and sanitation (FEWS), as well as primary care,
public health, healthcare (PPHH), literacy and education (elements of the global ecosystem).
The central role of water and increasing demand (Figure 2) makes it crucial to account for water,
at every step [ 4]. Re-using waste water for drinking, is a reality. Removing pharmaceuticals [ 5]
from waste water must be efficient, cost-effective and certifiable [ 6]. Purified [ 7] water may be
added back to the water supply (for example, Orange County, California, Perth and Singapore).
Integration of water treatment with energy [ 8] is a part of the ecosystem. Common sense
suggests that the greatest need for water in the hottest parts of the world may find synergy with
energy. But, the quest for energy optimization, even with optimal insolation, remains elusive.
Lack of water and absence of infrastructure for sanitation services (Figure 3), has compounded
problems in many parts of the world. Open defecation (Figure 4) is devastating billions of lives
and influencing long term morbidity, due to stunted growth of children, albeit, in part.

Figure 2: Water Consumption (billions m3 per yr) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_scarcity
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Figure 3: The assumption [ 9] of “sanitation services” is without any basis for at least a billion
people in the world. https://esa.un.org/iys/docs/san_lib_docs/wet_section_ii_english.pdf

Figure 4: Lack of water and absence of sanitation infrastructure is fomenting public health crises
and an epidemic of pediatric diseases and dysfunction [ 10] leading to increase in adult morbidity.
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PURSUIT OF IDEAS – FOOD YIELD

The vast problem spaces associated with food presents enormous complexity, which, without
reductionism, may simply be equivalent to art or discussion about the art of the possible. But, if
we approach the complexity with reductionism, perhaps we can identify and isolate elements for
scientific pursuits. Synthesis of the latter, in a systems approach, may lead to useful solutions.
Having acknowledged the need for reductionism, we wish to address problems facing the food
industry, that is, the growers, processors, distributors, retailers and consumers (end users). The
subset we have just described is inordinately complex. The food supply chain and value network
ranges from science and technology to business and finance as well as regulation and nutrition.
The key word in our plight to feed 10 billion people is yield, or, increase in yield. Hence, we can
further reduce the sub-components and focus on growers, the part of the industry influencing
the yield. In other words, in the “farm to fork” or “seed to mouth” context, we focus on the farm.

SOLUTION SPACES – WHAT IS THE “ASK” – WHAT IS THE “NEED”

Previous efforts [ 11] generated august publications [ 12] and many questions about plant science
were compiled [ 13]. Paper by Pretty et al [ 14] appears to be the “bible” of questions (Figure 5).
The future of agriculture [ 15] is a topic of intense investigation from different perspectives [ 16].
There are a plethora of ideas about technology use in food productivity ([ 17], [ 18], [ 19], [ 20], [ 21]).
Taken together, the experts, analysts and technologists, present worthwhile ideas, they uphold a
certain version of their vision, and highlight areas for investigation, bounded by their domains.
In a recent conversation, a poultry owner asked how we can help to estimate weight of chickens
(about 30,000 in a pen). Weight is a crucial metric for productivity, quality and profitability. In
addition, can we provide tools to acquire data with respect to how much grain, and water, each
chicken is consuming? Both factors influence the weight of chickens.
We didn’t find any such question in the “100 question” publication. We didn’t find technology or
any service, offering the data (in question), information or decision support, for poultry systems.
Asking the grower (farmer) about the daily problems on the field or the dairy or the poultry, may
generate questions which may improve productivity, transparency of the supply chain and
create tools to obtain data, to determine metrics essential for appropriate improvement in yield.
The solution in demand is not a tool or technology. The service that the grower (farmer) expects
is essentially a combination of outcomes from science, engineering, technology, data, analytics,
software, hardware, decision systems, connectivity, communications, sustainability and finance.
These are the questions we seek to uncover, and attempt to answer, in the form of solutions, or
services, at a cost which the system can bear, and may lead to increase in yield, as well as profit.
This is not only about confluence of ideas or convergence, but a combination of multiple
domains. It needs trans-disciplinarity, which must be orchestrated, to provide an outcome.
We are aware how nanotech, information systems, data and decisions must converge. We must
act to move beyond the concept of convergence. We must focus on deploying all that is necessary
to create actionable solutions, catalyze rapid test beds, accelerate adoption and implementation.
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Figure 5: An ivory tower exercise in futility? Through a year-long process of discussion, 55
agriculture and food experts from 23 different countries representing sectors including
universities, UN agencies, research institutes, NGOs, private companies, foundations, and
regional research organizations were brought together to identify questions for the future of
global food and agriculture. List of 618 key questions was whittled down by the team to the top
100 [ 22]. http://www.gfar.net/news/top-100-questions-importance-future-global-agriculture
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SOLUTION SPACES – WHO ARE WE ASKING FOR QUESTIONS AND THE ANSWERS

We aim to include experts who are growing the crops, milking the cows, feeding the pigs, and
have a wealth of information, which remains untapped. Harvesting the questions may not be
easy and answering them will test the boundaries of our knowledge and known unknowns.
We plan to invite the world to address these challenges from the growers [ 23].
Long before Jeff Howe and Mark Robinson, editors at Wired, described how businesses were
using the internet to "outsource work to the crowd" (which quickly led to the portmanteau
"crowdsourcing"), the British had engaged in crowdsourcing [ 24]. In 1714, John Harrison, son of
a carpenter, who began repairing clocks as a child, won the Longitude Prize. Harrison’s marine
chronometer was the most successful entry, which secured him £10,000 in reward. In 1714, the
British used crowdsourcing to find a way to measure a ship’s longitudinal position.
We expect to do the same with the questions from growers.
Crowdsourcing the answers may not suffice. We aim to dissect the questions, reduce them to
components, divide them into disciplines and invite experts to imagine, invent and innovate.
We think that these questions may pose basic scientific questions, offer new research ideas,
allow us to train students, provide outreach to the growers, catalyze constructive innovation,
enable us to re-visit paradoxes, create new paradigms out of old paradoxes, trigger convergence
of systems, and eventually, reasonably combine the output, to put forward real world solutions.
We will be limited, at least initially, in the range of questions we may expect to receive. It may be
necessary for us to limit questions to growers we can access easily, perhaps in USA and Canada.
We will not be able to stay true to our “context” of countries. The questions will change, if we
asked growers and farmers (?) in the nations where the population may increase, even faster.
Our endeavor is not a means to an end, but an effort to create a framework on which others
can build. Can we establish the organizational scaffold necessary to solicit the questions and
seek the answers? Can we demonstrate how diverse and disparate systems can be combined to
help the exploration, stitch the solution, facilitate the deployment, evaluate the outcome and
promote local/global implementation? Can we ‘walk the talk’ about the connected world view?
To this end, the creation of a system, which is not bounded by what we know, and what we can
do, is an experiment whose time has come, to address the future of food, replete with unknown
unknowns. We must address real problems and think how to do what we do not know how to do.

INCOMPLETE

This train of thought and the questions are vastly incomplete. These are thoughts in progress
and may be only considered as notes. The core idea is to use technology that is useful for real
world problems and make it feasible for deployment for millions, or billions, not a select few.
This is a haphazard note related to food and that, too, limited to a tiny sliver of the problem.
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►COMBINE
►COMBINE
►COMBINE
►COMBINE
►COMBINE
►COMBINE

Communications / telecom
Bio / bio-medical, bio-inspired
Info / Information, Data, Analytics
Nano / nanoscience, nanotechnology
Eco / ecology, economics, environment

[►COMBINE] is a systems approach to solutions. In other words, a “stylized” version of
connected convergence which may represent a confluence of ideas, essentially a contextual, and
rational, combination of trans-disciplinary concepts, tools and technologies, curated and
synthesized to generate a solution, to some real world problem, at a cost which will not create an
insurmountable barrier to entry, adoption and large scale implementation.
[►COMBINE] is not about ‘a hammer seeking a nail’ but outcome-driven attempt to solve
issues which benefits humans, improves quality of life and offer clues to economic growth.
[►COMBINE] is neither aimed at peddling panacea nor billable hours for consulting. It is
conceived as an ‘academic-industry-social business’ partnership with a R&D component as well
as an usable “end product” vision, which, when and if, functionally combine-d, may transform
science to serve society.
[►COMBINE] is not opposed to ethical profitability. It expects social businesses to evolve a
model of ethical profitability. The latter is essential and a means to sustain / continue the
outcome as a service, for the community, where applicable. Solutions to serve the masses may
germinate through grants and philanthropies, but must not depend on, and cannot grow or
continue, without a sustainable social business organization.

[►COMBINE] signifies a nexus, and, hence, appropriate as a strategy to address problems
involving food (F), energy (E), water (W), sanitation (S), individually or in combination.
Healthcare, education and workforce development are equally significant for any society.
These are vast problems, generally, inextricably linked. Silo-esque solutions aimed at tiny
subsets are often what is feasible, but the gains are few, due to lack of systemic integration.
[►COMBINE] prefers purpose and people rather than promotion, publicity & unethical profit.
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